Let rr : E +X be a principal Z, -bundle and p : V + X an m-dimensional complex vector bundle over, say, a connected CW-complex X. An equivariant embedding of ST into p is an embedding h : E -+ V commuting with projections such that h(e . z) = zh(e) for all e E E and I E Z, C S' CC.
Introduction
For an arbitrary finite group G, the paper [5] contains an existence theorem for equivariant embeddings of principal G-bundles into G-vector-bundles with trivial action on the base space. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the special case where G = Z,, is the cyclic group of order II 3 2 acting on complex vector bundles by scalar multiplication. In comparison to the general case, this special case requires much less effort and more information is obtainable.
Throughout this paper, let X be a connected topological space. Let 7r : E +X be a (numerable) principal H,-bundle, and let p : V +X be an m-dimensional complex vector bundle over X. Since Z, is a subgroup of the topological group S' c C of complex units, any complex vector bundle is a Z, -vector-bundle by scalar multiplication. Thus an equivariant embedding of r into p is a map h : E + V which commutes with projections, maps E homeomorphically onto its image h(E) in V and satisfies h (e . z ) = zh (e) for all e E E and all z E Z,, c S' c a=. As usual, we consider the Z,-action on V as a left action.
The paper consists of two more sections. In Section 2 we offer a simple criterion for the existence of equivariant embeddings of rr into p. This leads in an easy way to the result, also contained in [5] , that when X is a CW-complex of dimension <2m, then an equivariant embedding always exists. But moreover, we compute, when the dimension of X is 24 the obstruction in H'"(X; Z) to embedding rr equivariantly into p.
In Section 3 we discuss equivariant embeddings of principal &-bundles into trivial vector bundles. In particular, we consider equivariant embeddings into trivial line bundles. As an application of the derived results we construct a principal Z,-bundle that cannot be embedded equivariantly but nevertheless admits an ordinary embedding into the trivial line bundle.
Several of the statements contained in this paper are also valid if we let r : E +X be a principal-S'-bundle.
The existence theorem

Let ~[a=]: E[C]+X
denote the complex line bundle associated to the principal Z, -bundle r : E +X with respect to the usual Z, -action on c by scalar multiplication. The elements of the total space E[C] = E x C/Z, are orbits of the form (e, z )Z,, where (e, z) E E x C. Let Hom(rr[Q=], p) denote the complex homomorphism vector bundle as defined e.g. in Husemoller ([6] , pp. 65-67).
In the following Lemma we reformulate the embedding problem as a section problem. Proof. According to [6, Example 6.8, p. 671, there is a bijective correspondance between the set of nowhere zero sections of Hom(n[63], p) and the set of nowhere zero vector bundle morphisms of ~[a=] into p. Hence we must establish a one-to-one correspondance between the set of vector bundle morphisms of rank 1 everywhere and the set of equivariant embeddings of r into p.
Let u : E[C]+ V be a vector bundle morphism of rank 1 everywhere, and let h, : E + V be the map defined by h,(e) = u((e, 1)L).
for all e E E. Then clearly h, commutes with projections and h,(e . z) = d,(e) for all z E E,. Moreover, since u is of constant rank 1, h, is an embedding. Consequently, h, is an equivariant embedding of rr into p.
Consider next an equivariant embedding h : E + V of r into p. Let r.&, : E[C] -_, V be the map defined by for all (e, z) E E X d=. Then nh is a well defined vector bundle morphism of v[C] into p of constant rank 1.
Finally, it is easily seen that u + h, and h --, uh are maps that are inverse to each other. Therefore the lemma is now proved.
Z! Now follows the main result in this section. Similar results with n = 2 and p a real vector bundle can be found in [2] and [9] . See also [3, Theorems 7.1 and 7.41.
Let c,(r) E H2(X; Z) denote the first Chern class of the line bundle rr[C], and let CUE H"(X; Z) denote the i'th Chern class of p. 
In this context it should be noted that the first Chern class cl(n) E H'(X; Z) of a principal H,-bundle rr : E--,X always satisfies the equation Ml(a)' = 0, for any power j > 0. This follows from the fact that H"(Bk,; Z) = Z,, where BZ, is the classifying space for numerable principal Z,-bundles. Alternatively, one could (for j = 1) refer to [7] , where it is proved that r[C] is an element of order n in the group of isomorphism classes of line bundles over X.
When n = 2, there is an equivariant embedding if and only if there is an ordinary embedding of r into p; cf. 
Equivariant embeddings into trivial vector bundles
In this Section we discuss the special case where the vector bundle p in question is the trivial complex m-plane bundle E 7 (X) over X.
Forl<mscoand2<n<co,let be the canonical principal &-bundle over the lens space L*"'-'(n) as defined e.g. in Whitehead [lo, Example 3, p. 911. Clearly, p"(n) admits an equivariant embedding into ~2 (L*"-' (n)). On the other hand one has Hence by Theorem 2.2, p"(n) cannot be embedded equivariantly into E:-' (L*"-' (n)). Similarly, p"(n) cannot be embedded equivariantly into any (finite dimensional) trivial vector bundle over L"(n).
The equivariant embedding S*"'-'* L'"-'(n) x C" of p"(n) into .c~(L*"-l(n))
is in fact a universal model for equivariant embeddings of principal &-bundles into trivial vector bundles. This statement is made precise in We now make a further specialization assuming that m = 1. A principal ?&-bundle v :E +X that admits an equivariant embedding into E;(X) is said to be an equivariantly polynomial principal Z,-bundle. Thus the equivariantly polynomial principal Z,-bundles are the representatives of the elements of P'Z, (X) .
For the general definition of polynomial coverings, the reader is referred to [3] . 
Pa(x, z) = zn -a(x),
for all x E X and z E C. It is readily seen that the polynomial covering rr. associated to Pa admits the structure of a principal &,-bundle such that rrro becomes an equivariantly polynomial principal &bundle.
Moreover, Theorem 3.2 implies, that for any equivariantly polynomial principal Z,-bundle 7r, there is a map a : X + S' such that rr = rr,.
Below we list some criteria for 7r :E +X to be an equivariantly polynomial principal E.-bundle. Let a : ri(X, x0) + Z,, be the boundary operator in the homotopy sequence for 7r, and let d. : E + Z,, be reduction modulo n of the integers. Clearly, a, can be identified with the boundary operator in the homotopy sequence for &r):S'+L'(n). is a homomorphism a' : al(X, x0) + Z such that a,,0 a' = a. With the aid of this proposition we obtain an algebraic classification of P'Z,(X). It follows from Proposition 3.6 that all equivariantly polynomial principal B,-bundles over X are trivial, i.e. P'Z,(X) = {*}, if and only if H'(X; Z) is divisible by II. The other extreme, i.e. every principal Z,, -bundle over X admits an equivariant embedding into e;(X), occurs if and only if A :H'(X; Z)+H'(X; Z,) is an epimorphism.
We conclude this paper with an example of a principal &bundle that is polynomial but not equivariantly polynomial.
Let J5,, denote the symmetric group on n letters and let F,(c) denote the configuration space for n ordered points in C with the usual S:,-action as considered in [l] and [4] . The n-cycle (1,2,3 For n > 2, this is indeed a contradiction. q
To clarify the role of v'(n), note that the principal &bundle 7r : E +X admits an ordinary embedding into e;(X) if and only if 7r is equivalent to the pull-back of v'(n) along some map of X into F,(C)/Z,.
Similarly, let v"(n):F,(C")+ F,,(C")/H, be the principal Z,-bundle defined by an obvious generalization of v'(n). Then r : E +X admits an ordinary embedding into e:(X) if and only if r is equivalent to the pull-back of v"(n) along some map of X into F,(Cm)/Z,.
